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CAMPING WORLD CREATES MORE 
STRUCTURED TRAINING WITH 
VAIRKKO

After conducting a survey for new

team members, specifically recent

college grads, the feedback was

resounding: Camping World

needed to implement more

structured training and develop a

more thorough employee

development program.  

 

After identifying the problem and

completing research on more than

a handful of vendors, Camping

World chose VAIRKKO to help

develop a solution that addressed

each one of their needs:
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



CAMPING WORLD
Camping World Holdings, Inc. is an American corporation

specializing in selling recreational vehicles (RVs),

recreational vehicle parts, and recreational vehicle

service. They also sell supplies for camping. The company

has its headquarters in Lincolnshire, Illinois. In October

2016, it became a publicly traded company when it raised

$251 million in an IPO. Camping World operates 120

retail/service locations in 36 states employing over

10,000 people, they also sell goods through mail order

and online. It claims to be the world's largest supplier of

RV parts and supplies.

"[With other vendors] there was no way to map out a 
certification path, and that was something we really 

wanted to map out for our team members, where they 
could actually visualize how they have progressed on a 

training path."
BRITT HUGHES 

REGIONAL DIRECTOR OF RECRUITING & EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT

THE CHALLENGE
After a survey conducted to receive general company feedback, it was identified that recent college
grads that were new to the team were disgruntled with the lack of formal, structured training that the
company offered.  
 
Training, onboarding, and continued employee development can present a real challenge for larger
companies like Camping World. After its acquisition of Gander Mountain, the tools to administer training
across the company were varied. From using other LMS systems and HR platforms, to using Sharepoint to
store helpful resources that were oft overlooked and difficult to navigate - employees best opportunity
for continued education was in finding tenured employees that were willing to engage in mentor-type
relationships. 
 
In an attempt to consolidate and create a formal training pipeline for new employees, Camping World
began to look at vendors that offered Certification Tracking, as that was the first step to create more
structure across the board. Finding a solution that not only allowed for creation of certification paths
and roadmaps, complex reporting, customization and a vendor team that was willing to work closely with
Camping World to achieve the desired outcome were all on the list of non-negotiables for the Camping
World team.  



THE SOLUTION
Camping World most desired a vendor that was willing to work with the team

to come up with solutions that were customizable to the team, but also were

able to be used for other customers. This qualification knocked out other

vendors they were considering due to the inability to be flexible. It was noted

during the sales process that other companies were offering boxed solutions

that were not up for customization, which really turned them away from

those vendors.  

 

Ultimately choosing VAIRKKO, the decision came after deciding that the

support, communication, and willingness to work with the team to create

solutions that addressed their most pressing problems were some of the most

important considerations. Aside from the features that they were looking for

internally, the intangibles that were not seen at larger, more well-known

companies was ultimately the deciding factor. And it’s paid off.  

 

With more than 30 new features introduced through the collaboration of the

Camping World and VAIRKKO dev team, more than 12 employee

departments have been utilizing the system for overall more engagement and

buy-in across each of the teams. With plans to continue rolling out the

software to all employees, the concentration has been placed on developing

an online training system and certification pathways that are tailored to

employee functions and taught by the identified top producers in any given

area. This slow roll-out approach has allowed for thoughtful creation of

content, increased buy-in, and tight structure that will help employees

identify promotion paths, and job mastery in a quicker and more streamlined

fashion. 

“The biggest thing still is that they [VAIRKKO] are willing 
to work with us at a local level and not push aside our 

ideas that would help our company use the system 
better.”

JACKIE BEAUDRY 
REGIONAL DIRECTOR OF PARTS  & EMPLOYEE

DEVELOPMENT



I N T O  T H E  F U T U R E
Camping World plans to continue rolling out the VAIRKKO solution across

each regional role within the next few months, while also expanding into

more features that are available within the VAIRKKO platform, including the

Survey and HR platforms. Some of the goals of Camping World over time

include increased levels of engagement and user-level buy-in, as well as

increased job promotion, retention, and performance - all factors that

contribute to the bottom line. Use of the VAIRKKO platform has already

begun to have an impact on engagement and buy-in, which has been exciting

for the Camping World team, and they are ready to continue their

partnership with VAIRKKO to solve the problems identified in their

company survey and address any future concerns.  

“[The] team. I know that sounds crazy - the fact 
that you are so willing to listen, and counter ideas 
that may even be better than what we thought of, 

and we can go to the team with a problem. 
Everyone on your team is so growth minded, no 
one is boxing us in, no one is saying no right off 
the bat. You are so flexible in working with us.”

BRITT HUGHES 
REGIONAL DIRECTOR OF RECRUITING & EMPLOYEE

DEVELOPMENT

BEST PART OF WORKING 
WITH VAIRKKO


